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Abstract

Velocity measurements of particles released from solid target

surfaces exposed to a 300 eV proton plasma stream show a varie-

ty of particles with widely differing velocities. A spectro-

scopic do. ->ler technique is used where two spectra of the

same reg j -i, but taken front opposite directions, are imaged

togethe * the film. This technique eliminates most of the

calibr< . ci. difficulties with the normal method using referen-

ce spe.t • ,and it also gives more accurate results.

Particl / originating from the target bulk material are ob-

serveä o be released with low energies, a few eV correspon-

ding : less than 10 ms , as expected for physical and

chemii • 1 sputtering. Some impurity particles (i.e. oxygen

and carbon atoms), probably adsorbed to the surface, are

howeve; observed to be released with very high energies, some-

times several 100 eV corresponding to several times 10 ms ,

roughly equal to the plasma proton energies.



Introduction

The understanding of the interaction between a hot plasma and

physical surfaces or walls of different materials is of con-

siderable interest in many plasma physics contexts. In fact

this is a problem present in most plasma experiments, since

it is very hard to completely avoid that the plasma comes into

contact with the walls of the experimental vessel.

A large amount of studies have been devoted to single par-

ticle interaction with surfaces and the problems of sputtering,

secondary emission etc. (see Carter and Colligon 1968). Most

of those studies have been made at high energies, in the kV

or MV range, and are thus not always applicable to plasma situa-

tions where energies are usually much lower. Only a few ex-

periments directed towards the details of plasma-solid inter-

action have been made. (e.g. McCracken 1976, Clampitt 1974,

Feinberg 1974).

The general problem of surface physics in the interaction

between the first and fourth states of matter is, however, ex-

tremely complicated and still rather poorly understood.

The present interest in experiments on plasma interaction with

solid matter comes from several sources: plasma-wall problems

in e.g. fusion experiments (Gross 1975, Behrisch 1972), probe

measurements and plasma-probe interaction (Lindberg and Kri-

stoferson 19 70), ionosphere-satellite interaction, solar wind

interactions in model and in situ experiments etc (Kristoferson

1977) .

Experimental background

This paper presents some further results regarding an experi-

ment reported earlier (Kristoferson 1975, 1977) where a fast

proton plasma is colliding with solid bodies of different

the

(300 eV for protons) and the elec-

tron temperature around 10 eV (Lindberg and Kristoferson 1972).

The plasma stream arrives to the target with a sudden front,

which gives a natural zero for the neasurements of the de-

velopment and duration of all interaction phenomena (Fig.l).

materials. The plasma density is between 1 0 - 1 0 m"" ,

velocity about 3*10 ms



la this experiment the light phenomena of the interaction

was studied spectroscopically, and the density and structure

of the gas and plasma cloud built up around the obstacles

were studied by photographic and laser interferometric tech-

niques .

The materials of the bodies vised as obstacles in the plasma

stream were chosen to be either pure metals (copper or gold),

inorganic compounds (quartz, soda-lime glass, aluminium oxide,

brucite - MgCOH^l or organic substances (polyethene, paraf-

fine). As a result of the interaction between the plasma stream

and the target surface a cloud was produced around each target.

This cloud consisted of desorbed, sputtered and eroded matter

from the surfaces, mixed with reflected and piled up plasma

particles and' background gas. The density of all the clouds de-

creased as the inverse square of distance from the surface,

bat was very much different for the different obstacles,

being about one order of magnitude higher for the organic sub-

stances than for the other targets. This difference is due

to the efficiencies of the various erosion mechanisms present

on the various surfaces. The composition of the clouds was

also observed to be different in its inner and outer parts.

Spectroscopical studies of the interaction cloud showed that

certain impurity ions from the targets or in the background

gas of the experimental vacuum tank were very rapidly ionized

to high levels (in less than one us). This indicates that a

large and sudden rise of the electron temperature of the plasma

stream may take place, induced by the plasma stream inter-

action with the obstacle and the gas cloud around it. Such

sudden rises in electron temperature have earlier been ob-

served in several other experiments where a rapid plasma

collides with a neutral gas (Danielsson 1973, Danielsson and

Brenning 1975).

The spectroscopical observations also showed that a large

variety of different atoms, ions and molecules were released

from the obstacle surfaces by sputtering and other erosion

mechanisms.The different lines of the spectrogram show the

extern, of the cloud as seen in different wavelengths, i.e.

the radial extent of the different light emitting species

(Fig.l). The variations of the lengths of the various lines

thus indicate? that thfi different species have widely diffo-



ring apparent expansion velocities. Apparent velocities be-

tween 10 to several times 10 ms were observed with this

technique. E.g. the ionized oxygen cloud expands much faster

than the neutral silicon cloud. Those observations were made

by measuring the radial extension from the target surface of

of the light from the set of spectral lines representing diffe-

rent emitting species. By this method it was, however, not

possible to rr.ake a clear distinction between the case of real

physical expansion of the particles in the cloud and the case

of the expansion of a luminous region in a stationary or

quasistationary cloud of particles surrounding the obstacle.

Fig. 2 shows a time-sequence of such time-resolved spectra,

taken with 3 \,s intervals, from which the line-expansion mea-

surements were made. From those spectra expansion diagrams

can be made and conclusions drawn regarding apparent expansion

velocities of particles or a luminous region. It is clearly

seen that some; spectral lines expand much more rapid and ex-

plosively than others, but the question whether this differen-

ce also means that some particles are released with much

higher velocities than ot-hers had to be left open. Fig.3

shows a set of expansion diagrams with the apparent velocity

of the expansion indicated.

Common and specific spectral lines

The earlier experiments (Kristoferson 1975) had shown that

the spectral lines observed in the clouds around the diffe-

rent obstacles could be divided into two kinds: common and

specific lines.

The common lines all originate from desorbtion of gases on

the target surface placed inside the vacuum vessel. Those

gases consist of residual plasma stream gases (H,0), atmo-

spheric gases (N,0,A) and (mainly) from elements in the

vaccum pump oil (Si,C,O,H) - Several adsorbed layers may

be deposited on a surface with binding energies per particle

varying between some eV and small fractions of an eV. De-

sorbed matter may consist of atoms and ions as well as of

molecules and larger clusters. The common lines were seen

on all targets.



The specific lines originate from particles released by ero-

sion processes on the target body, thus consisting of e.g.

metals from the metal targets (possibly also some oxygen from

copper). Specific lines from e.g. soda lime glass then include

i.a. silicon, sodium, calcium, oxygen, silicon oxide (SiO,

SiO+), and those from polyethene i.a. C2» CO, C0 2 and CH, in-

cluding possibly higher hydrocarbons. Table I shows a survey

over the substances detected and identified spectroscopieaily

from the different targets. The difference between the three

main substances giving rise to the "common lines" and the

rest is clearly seen.

The spectroscopical apparent expansion velocity observations

indicated that none of the specific lines showed an apparent

expansion velocity in the upper range. They were all on the

low side,of the order of 10-* ms x or lower. On the other hand

not all of the common, impurity lines, showed large apparent
4 -1expansion velocities in the upper range, a few tiaies 10 ins

Some common lines showed intermediate expansion velocities,

a few times 10 ms , others showed velocities in the same

range as the specific lines,10 ms~ or somewhat lower. The

reason for the different velocities of the particles giving

rise to the observed lines can probably be assigned to the

different mechanisms by which they are released from the tar-

get surfaces. The low velocity of the specific particles

corresponds closely to the mean ejection velocities of sput-

tered particles (Wehner 196 3) . Most specific lines can, for

this and other reasons, with a large degree of certainty be

assigned to sputtering, either physical or chemical.

Regarding the common lines, the situation is, however, less

clear and harder to interpret, both because their velocities

are not homogeneous, but also because velocities of a few

times 10* rns"^- in most cases correspond to very large ener-

gies, of the order of 200 ev for Si-atoms and 100 eV for O-

atoms.

The observed different apparent velocities of different popu-

lations of particles of the same "common" species, sometimes

even of lines representing particles of the same ionized

state, is probably explained by the suggestion that some of

those lines originate from sputtered particles and others



from particles released by other mechanisms capable of con-

centrating larger energies into one single particle. The

silicon lines observed in the spectra of some targets (e.g.

quartz) may thus originate from both impurities and target

bulk material and (as observed) give rise to spectral lines

with two components, one showing a slow and the other a fast

apparent expansion velocity.

Experiment, results and observations

In order to resolve the question whether the apparent velo-

cities measured by the length of the lines really reflect real

particle movements or not, i.e. whether there is a rapid

physical expansion of the cloud or not, it was decided to do

further experiments. Spectroscopical doppler measurements

appeared to be a good and sufficiently clear-cut method, as

they usually result in unambigous results on whether a light

source moves or not.

preliminary straight-forward experiments, however, showed that

accurate measurements of the velocities of interest, roughly
3 4 — 1between 10 and 10 ms , were not possible to make, mainly

due to cal.bration difficulties. Expected wavelength shifts

were of the order of 10 - 10 taigström, below the capa-

bility of our standard spectroscopical equipment.

In order to overcome these technical limitations we therefore

developed a simple spectroscopical method which both doubled

the expected doppler shifts to be measured, and also eliminated

the dependence on precision wavelength calibration by means

of superposed reference spectra. It was also very easy to

immediately determine which lines were doppler-shifted and

which were not.

This was achieved by a simultaneous recording of two doppler

spectra taken from two opposite directions but projected to-

gether on the same film (Fig.4). By means of two separate

mirror and projection arrangements, the velocity of a moving

light source thu3 gives rise to a redshift recorded in one

direction and correspondingly to a blueshift of the same

size in the other. Half the distance between the same lines

on the two "opposite" spectra is then the "true" doppler



shift. (Fig.5). This method eliminates most of the in-

fluence of emulsion movements. Time resolved sequences of

doppler spectra have also been taken with an image intensifier

placed between the spectrograph and the camera and used as

a shutter.

Fig.6 shows three examples of time-integrated double-doppler

spectra where the difference in wavelength shift between

different lines can clearly be seen. Table II gives a summing

up of the data from a number of selected different lines from

the glass and copper targets.

An illustrating and interesting example of a set of both

shifted and non-shifted common lines is shown in Fig. 6b.

The three shifted lines to the right are all OIII (3755,3757

and 3760) and the unshifted line Oil (3749). The three doppler

shifts all correspond to an expansion velocity of about 3*10

ins"" , the largest velocity yet observed. Those lines are seen

in the spectra of all targets.

No detailed analyses of the line-profiles etc have yet been

made but, as seen on several spectra, a considerable line

broadening is often present indicating a considerable distri-

bution of the velocities. The conclusions regarding doppler

shifts and velocities are made from measurements of the dis-

placements of the centerpoints of the line-pairs.

The general and main result from those doppler analyses is

that there is a real physical expansion of the particles in

the cloud. Further, most of the apparent expansion velocities

measured by time-resolved observations of line-lengths in

the earlier experiment (Kristoferson 1975) coincide with the

physical velocities now measured by the doppler shifts. Thus

all the species giving rise to specific lines now also show

low doppler velocities, of the order of 10 ms~ or less,

confirming the sputtering hypothesis. Most of the species

giving rise to the common lines with high apparent expansion

velocities also show high physical velocities, of the order
4 -1

of 10 ms or higher.

However, as is apparent from above, not all the common lines



show a high physical expansion velocity, in spite of a high

apparent line expansion as seen by comparing earlier time-

resolved spectra and new doppler spectra. No easy explana-

tion for those discrepancies has been found. It could either

be due to experimental limitations, i.e. an i nhomogeneous ex-

pansion of the cloud, or to the fact that hose "slow" spectral

lines are lines that can be excited in the background gas in

such a way as apparently seen to expand in a luminous front

(Kristoferson 1975). Sputtering may also play a role.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the same set of four lines as in Fi^.6 b,

now observed with time-resolved doppler spectrograms which

give the development over tine of the expansion velocities.

The technique is the same as in the earlier experiment (Kri-

stoferson 1975), using consecutive exposures taken with a

few us interval to build up a sequence convering the develop-

ment of the interaction dujing some 10 ys. It is seen that

the displacements and hence velocities are almost constant

over time, i.e. the expansion is continous and rather con-

stant during the whole plasma flow.

Conclusions

It is evident from the doppler velocity measurements that

particles are ejected from a solid target surface with a

variety of velocities when hit b> a rapid plasma stream. The

velocities in our caye rarge from below 10 ms to about
4 ~15*10 ms . The low velocities are consistent with sputtering,

physical or chemical, but the mechanisms giving rise to the

high velocities ar-3 not easily explained. Only impurity sub-

stances, probably adsorbed on the solid surface, are given

these high velocities when they are released by the impact

of the plasma stream. The energies of the released particles

are sometimes very high , 5»10 ms~ corresponds to 350 eV for

Si-atoms and 200 eV for O-atoms, and these energies are of

the same order as the energy of the incoming plasma. The

mechanism transferring energy from the stream to the adsorbed

particles has to be an efficient one, and it has to operate

during the whole plasma flow, about 15 ys.

The nature of the interaction certainly merits further ob-



servations and analyses, especially since the incoming plasma

stream consists of light particles (protons) , whereas the

outgoing rapid particles consist of heavy particles, such as

oxygen. The content of heavy impurities in the plasma stream

is negligible (Lindberg 1969) , ar.d single collisions are thus

not sufficient to explain the high velocities observed.
*

An interesting feature of the interaction is that neither
neutral nor highly ionized particles, i.e. oxygen states

4 —1above 0 IV, are given high velocities in the 10 ros range.

According to the observations only lowly ionized particles

reach those high velocities, however, not all of them as

pointed out above. This indicates an acceleration mechanism

acting mainly on the charged particles near the solid target

surface. The importance of the presence of a dense and inhomo-

geneous plasma cloud surrounding the target should be investi-

gated, since this is in contrast to most other interaction

experiments using rather thin ion beams.

The significance of these observations are to underline the

importance of plasma contamination from walls and other sur-

faces (e.g. probes) in plasma experiments. Especially in

pulsed experiments where surfaces have time to be contaminated

by adsorption, interaction phenomena may be very complex

and give rise to a variety of particles released from the

surface and moving back into the plasms^ that released them

with sometimes very high energies.
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Substances in the spectra from dffferent targets (Krlstoferson 1975)

Brucite Gibbsite Olivine Serpentine Copper Quartz Glass Gold Polyethen Paraffine State of

jonisa-

tion

0 x

Na

Mg x

Al

Si x

T i

Ni

Cu

Au

OH x

SiO
C2
CH

x

II,II,IV

II,II

II-VI

I

I,II

I

I-IV

I

X

X

X

X

I

I

I

I

I
I

,11

,11

,11
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Table II

Doppler characteristics of selected lines

(Copper and

Line type

s:specific

c:common

s

s

c

c
c

c

c

c

c
c

c

c

s

S

soda-lime

Line

X

Ångström

5896

5890

4865

4651

4267

4131

4076

3983

3760

3757

3755

3749

3274

3247

glass targets)

Species

Na I

Na I

O I

C III

C II

Si II

0 II

0 II

0 III

0 III

0 III

0 II

Cu I

Cu I

Observed

Doppler-shift

no

no

yes

no

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

Velocity

m/s

< -103

< -103

" 104

< -103

~8'103

3-104

- io4

- io3

~5'104

~5-104

~5'104

< 103

< 103

< 103



Fig.l
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plasma stream

spectrographic slit projection
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Fig. la. The optical arrangement of the spectrograph images
a region on and in front of the target on the spectrographic
film. In this way spatial resolution is achieved and the
extension of the light emitting region of every atomic
species can be observed.

Fig. 1b. Plasma particle flux at the target as a function
of time.



Fig. 2
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a
b
c
d

Line

Cu I I
Cu I
N IV
O I I

Copper

3686,6

3274,0

3<+78,4

4075,4

104 ms"1

Type

I
I

II
II

Fig. 3

u 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 \is
Arrival

of plasma

Length of selected lines as a function of time. The

radial distribution of the emitting particles is

determined from time-resolved spectra of the type shown

in Fig,2

The black arrow at 15 ps indicates the time when the

plasma arrives at the obstacle,



Pig. 4

Technique for ir.ê .saremnt of doppier-shift
in an expanding plasma cloud.
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We divide the slit in two halves, and image those from

different direction.-;, (a) and (b)t on the same part of the

atmosphere ahead of the target. This arrangement gives the

double doppler '.\\.r;u~> ace.mp.n*. beWf <">ri fhc: ';; it h<ilve.<" or; trie

.spectrogram.



Fig. 5
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a-spectrum

b-spectrum

n: not doppler-shifted

d: doppler-shifted

dotted lines: wavelength of unshifted line

A model spectrum taken with the technique outlined in fig 4,

a- and b-spectra are taken from the two directions a and b.

A particle moving against the stream will give rise to a

blue shift in the a- and a red shift in the b-spectrum.



Fig. 6

A set of mainly O II lines

in the interval 4320-4370 A.

Only lines with small shifts

are seen here.

A set of three (weak) O III

lines and one (strong) O II

line in the 3760 A interval

The 0 III lines (to the

right) all have large shifts,

the 0 II line is unshifted

The sodium doublet at 5890

and 5896 A. Those lines

are unshifted and due to

slow sputtered particles



Fig. 7
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24

A sequence of time-resolved double-doppler spectra taken

with 2 us intervals (0.2 us exposure time) of the soda-

lime glass target in the 3760 Å interval (c.f. fig. 6 b,

the wave-length scale here is somewhat enlarged). The strong

0 II line is to the left and the group of 0 III lines to

the right. The displacements of the lines is nearly con-

stant during this sequence, only slowly diminishing with

time, and correspond to expansion velocities of a few
4 -1times 10 ms . This velocity corresponds to about 100 eV

for the expanding 0 III ions.



Fig. 8
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24

0 II 0 III

3749 3755, 3757, 3760

A sequence of the same lines as in figs 6 b and 7. The

large and slightly diminishing displacements of the 0 III

group is clearly seen.
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also gives more accurate results.

Particles originating from the target bulk material are observed

to be released with low energies, a few eV corresponding to less

than 10 ms , as expected for physical and chemical sputtering.
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